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Over 20000MR systems are currently installed worldwide and, although themajority operate atmagnetic fields of 1.5 T
and below (i.e. about 70%), experiencewith 3-T (in high-field clinical diagnostic imaging and research) and 7-T (research
only) human MR scanners points to a future in functional and metabolic MR diagnostics. Complementary to previous
studies, this review attempts to provide an overview of ultrahigh-field MR research with special emphasis on emerging
clinical applications at 7T. We provide a short summary of the technical development and the current status of installed
MR systems. The advantages and challenges of ultrahigh-field MRI and MRS are discussed with special emphasis on
radiofrequency inhomogeneity, relaxation times, signal-to-noise improvements, susceptibility effects, chemical shifts,
specific absorption rate and other safety issues. In terms of applications, we focus on the topics most likely to gain
significantly from 7-T MR, i.e. brain imaging and spectroscopy and musculoskeletal imaging, but also body imaging,
which is particularly challenging. Examples are given to demonstrate the advantages of susceptibility-weighted
imaging, time-of-flight MR angiography, high-resolution functional MRI, 1H and 31P MRSI in the human brain, sodium
and functional imaging of cartilage and the first results (and artefacts) using an eight-channel body array, suggesting
future areas of research that should be intensified in order to fully explore the potential of 7-T MR systems for use in
clinical diagnosis. Copyright © 2011 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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INTRODUCTION

About 40 years ago, the idea of usingNMR as a basis for non-invasive
imaging of the human body was formulated, in particular, by Paul C.
Lauterbur and Sir Peter Mansfield. Since then, MRI has developed
into one of the most flexible tools in medical research and diagnos-
tic imaging, with well over 20000 MRI systems worldwide in
operation today and an annual turnover rate of about 3000 units.
The relatively short history of human MRI can hitherto be struc-

tured into fourmajor periods related to field strength dependence.

1. During the early 1980s, MRI scanners using low (<0.5 T) or
moderate (0.5 T< B0< 1.5 T) field strengths became instruments
for morphological imaging and replaced or supplemented sev-
eral conventional radiological methods. In the mid-1990s, sales
started to decline and the mid-field range vanished completely,
leaving low-field MR system sales at 15% by the end of 2009.

2. Following this development, the 1990s brought substantial
technical improvements, making fast and ultrafast imaging
sequences, such as echo planar imaging (EPI), possible. In par-
allel, it was shown that MRI techniques, primarily using a field
strength of 1.5 T, had an enormous inherent potential for
functional studies, e.g. metabolism, blood flow and associated
tissue movements, molecular diffusion, capillary perfusion
and cortical activation. In 2005, about 70% of all MR systems
sold were operated at a field strength of 1.5 T, which then
started to decline to about 65% by the end of 2009.

3. The most commonly selected step for commercial manufac-
turers when moving beyond 1.5 T towards the end of the
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1990s was to double the field strength, i.e. to work at 3 T. The
reasons for the selection of this field strength were many. The
problems with radiofrequency (RF) inhomogeneities, as well
as the increase in RF heating as measured by the specific ab-
sorption rate (SAR), were possible to handle, regulatory fra-
meworks accepted this field strength for clinical use in the
USA and Europe, and actively shielded magnets enabled the
installation of 3-T units in hospital environments. As a conse-
quence, high-field MRI at 3 T has now become the benchmark
for clinical MRI research and qualified clinical investigations.
Overall, the sales of 3-T systems presently lie at around 27%
of the total market with a strong positive slope. The clinical
benefits are many, e.g. combined morphological and func-
tional high-field MR methods using this field strength have
provided insights into new aspects of central nervous system
function, and facilitated the early diagnosis of several brain
pathologies (1). However, keeping the diagnostic quality of
1.5-T systems at half the scan time is an option for private ra-
diological institutes, which need a high patient throughput
because of economical pressure. Since the introduction of
commercial MR systems for clinical diagnosis, a clear trend to-
wards higher field strength can be noted.

4. The next vital step was taken in the early 2000s (2–5) by in-
creasing the MRI field strength by another factor of approxi-
mately two and, currently, at least three major MR vendors
provide commercial 7-T units for human and clinical research
under adequate ethical permission. Approximately 10 years
ago, the number of ultrahigh-field (UHF) MR installations in
the world was less than five. During recent years, the number
of installations finalised or under preparation has increased to
about 40 (0.2% of the installed base). This rapid increase
indicates the growing interest in UHF MRI in the bioimaging
community, brought about by initial (6–9) and more recent
(10–16) results regarding morphological detail as well as
functional imaging capability. Furthermore, rapidly evolving
magnet technology is presently enabling the installation of
human MRI scanners at field strengths above 7 T, although
at significantly higher costs in comparison with 7 T, and with
considerably more health and safety precautions for patients
and staff. Higher fields for human brain MRI, such as 9.4 T, are
already established (e.g. University of Minnesota, USA, since

2004; Max Planck Institute, Tubingen, Germany, since 2007;
University of Illinois at Chicago, IL, USA, since 2007; For-
schungszentrum Julich, Germany, since 2009). At present,
systems are also planned or under establishment for human
imaging at 11.7 T (e.g. Neurospin CEA, Saclay, France; National
Institutes of Health, Bethesda, MD, USA). In addition, it may be
stated that the majority of scanners installed so far are sited in
either Europe or the USA, in approximately equal amounts. In
Asia, Japan (University of Niigata) and South Korea (Gachon
University of Medicine and Science) stand out in terms of
UHF MR research.

Of paramount importance for the future clinical use of UHF
MRI is that vendors are presently developing actively shielded
scanners at 7 T. This technical development puts less demand
on the installation site in terms of space required for the equip-
ment in comparison with earlier passively shielded magnets. A
step towards the ‘second generation’ of 7-T scanners can be seen
and, within approximately 1 year, the first three to five 7-T
actively shielded systems can be expected to be in operation.

ADVANTAGES OF UHF STRENGTH

There are several reasons for increasing the field strength in MR.
First, an overview of potential benefits is given, with the reserva-
tion that several of the effects can act in both ways, i.e. be a
benefit but also a drawback, as described in the later part of this
section. A brief overview is provided in Table 1.

Enhanced sensitivity

A basic feature is the intrinsic increase in spin polarisation with
field strength, opening up possibilities to increase the signal-
to-noise ratio (SNR) and resolution significantly (4,5). The spin
magnetisation is expressed by the formula:

M0 ¼ r0
g2ℏ2

4kT
B0

where r0 is the proton spin density, g is the gyromagnetic ratio, ħ
is the Planck constant divided by 2p, k is the Boltzmann constant,
T is the absolute temperature (in kelvin) and B0 is the static

Table 1. Brief overview of the potential advantages and disadvantages when increasing the magnetic field strength from 3 to 7 T
(note that the consequences—positive or negative—may depend on technical and anatomical details)

Characteristic Trend Positive Negative

SNR ➔ Higher resolution, shorter scan time,
X-nuclei

n.a.

SAR ➔ n.a. Fewer slices, smaller flip angle, longer breathhold
Physiological side-effects ➔ n.a. Dizziness, nausea, metallic taste
Relaxation times T1 ➔ TOF, ASL, cardiac tagging Longer scan time

T2

➔

Diffusion-weighted imaging, diffusion tensor imaging
T2*

➔ SWI, BOLD
RF homogeneity

➔

Parallel reception, parallel transmission Position-dependent flip angle, poor inversion,
unexpected contrast

Susceptibility effects ➔ BOLD, SWI, T2* Geometric distortions, intravoxel dephasing
Chemical shift ➔ Fat saturation, spectral resolution Fat/water (metabolite) misregistration

ASL, arterial spin labelling; BOLD, blood oxygen level dependent; n.a., not applicable; SAR, specific absorption rate; SNR,
signal-to-noise ratio; SWI, susceptibility-weighted imaging; TOF, time of flight.
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magnetic field strength of the polarising field. Although the
polarisation available scales linearly with the field strength in this
formula, one must be careful to take into account several other
factors to derive how the measurable signal and the noise vary
with field strength in order to finally achieve an indication of
how SNR increases. These factors include the linear frequency
dependence of the Faraday voltage inductance in the receive
coil and the determination of whether the noise is dominated
by the sample itself or by the system hardware. Because the
SNR is also proportional to the linear dimension of the voxel size,
the most obvious application of increased sensitivity is obtaining
a higher spatial resolution. The increase, however, is not always
as significant as first expected, especially for three-dimensional
imaging, where voxel sizes are generally isotropic and the in-
crease in sensitivity must be invested in improving the resolution
in each of the three orthogonal spatial directions. Assuming a lin-
ear increase in SNR with B0, the achievable reduction in voxel
size for two-dimensional imaging, whilst maintaining a constant
slice thickness, scales with the square root of B0 (i.e. the voxel
dimensions can be decreased in plane by 1.53 when switching
from 3 to 7 T). In this case, it is implicitly assumed that the field
of view is simultaneously decreased by 1.53 to maintain the total
number of signal samples. Assuming three-dimensional imaging
with isotropic voxels, the decrease in linear voxel dimension is
proportional to the cube root of B0, i.e. a factor of only 1.33.
Of specific clinical interest for neurological applications is that

different layers of the cerebral cortex can be seen at 7 T (gener-
ally not possible at lower field strengths) because of the im-
proved image SNR, contrast-to-noise ratio and spatial resolution.
At 7 T, a spatial resolution of 100–200mm can be obtained, and
this improvement may be used, for example, for the detection
of changes in cortical structure as a first sign of early dementia,
as well as for the visualisation of small lesions, vascularisation
and myelin pathology in early multiple sclerosis (11,12). Cartilage
imaging in different joints will also benefit from the high SNR for
the mapping of subtle early degenerative changes.

Susceptibility as a contrast parameter

Another advantage is improved sensitivity to susceptibility
effects/reduced T2* relaxation times when compared with
lower field strengths. Excellent vascular mapping can be per-
formed at 7 T using susceptibility-weighted imaging (SWI)
(13,14), when compared with 1.5 or 3 T (17), and the concept
of SWI gives rise to completely new contrast possibilities at
7 T (18). One important step to the final processed SWI magni-
tude data is the computation of the filtered phase images (19).
Although these phase images reflect susceptibility information,
they are not maps of the actual susceptibility distribution. Nev-
ertheless, the phase information available in MRI practically
carries all the information that is needed to reconstruct the local
magnetic source or susceptibility difference between tissues (20).
Consequently, the more advanced concept of quantitative sus-
ceptibility mapping has been introduced recently (21) to create
maps that can be used not only to differentiate paramagnetic
from diamagnetic substances (22), but also to quantify the
amount of a given substance present that is causing the suscep-
tibility difference, such as local iron differences between tissues.
Clinically, SWI makes it possible to image microbleeds and veins
more effectively, whereas quantitative susceptibility imaging
may provide methods to quantify oxygen saturation (23) or local
iron content (24).

The susceptibility effects are also used, for example, in dynamic
susceptibility contrast brain perfusion measurements and in
cortical activation studies using blood oxygen level-dependent
(BOLD) contrast. As one example, for BOLD imaging, a more than
two-fold increase in ΔR2* between rest and activation has been
observed when comparing motor task functional MRI (fMRI) at 3
and 7 T. The increased BOLD contrast seen when increasing the
field strength can be used to increase the resolution, thereby also
optimising the relative influence of physiological noise in the
BOLD experiment (15,16). For example, for studies of behaviour,
learning and brain development, fMRI at 7 T holds significant
promise for front-line research in the future (25).

Spectroscopic resolution and non-proton MRI/MRS

Other major improvements have encompassed increased spec-
tral resolution in proton (1H) MRS, allowing, for example, the
identification of glutamine (Gln)/glutamate (Glu) (26). Standard
1H MRI already allows excellent clinical diagnosis for many pa-
thologies, even at 1.5 and 3 T. Despite the sensitivity achieved,
however, the specificity remains a persistent problem. Therefore,
nuclei other than protons may allow a more specific diagnosis
because of a much closer relation to the underlying physiopa-
thology. For example, sodium is an essential element for human
life (as well as animals and plants). Sodium ions move across cell
membranes, in opposition to potassium ions, to allow the organ-
ism to build up electrostatic charge across cell membranes. This
allows, for example, the transmission of nerve impulses through
the body. Sodium (23Na) MRI is able to map the free sodium dis-
tribution in human tissue, which may help to diagnose stroke
(27) or early cartilage damage (28). Sodium supports the osmo-
regulatory system and is essential to maintain the body’s total
fluid level. Another MR-sensitive nucleus important in tissue me-
tabolism is phosphorus (31P). As a result of the low sensitivity
when compared with protons or even sodium, high-resolution
imaging is not an option, not even at 7 T. A well-established
MR method to follow (early) pathological changes in human tis-
sue is MRS. This allows more complex changes to be followed in
relevant metabolites and amino acids in vivo and non-invasively,
provided that sufficient metabolite concentrations are present.
This enables the detection of deficiencies, even in healthy sub-
jects, for example, to improve physical training programmes or
rehabilitation, and in various patient groups. In general, energy
metabolism may be followed by 31P MRS (29). Why have these
methods not been used more widely in clinical diagnostics so
far? There are several reasons, and the most important is sensitiv-
ity. All MR-visible nuclei other than protons are inherently less
sensitive, i.e. provide a lower signal. In addition, the natural
abundance may be lower, resulting in relative sensitivities of
other biologically relevant nuclei of only 9.3% (23Na), 6.6%
(31P), 2.9% (17O), 1.6% (13 C) and 1% (15 N), when compared with
1H (29). Second, when studying various tissue metabolites di-
rectly [abundant metabolites vary between 1 and 10mmol, com-
pared with water (about 35mol in tissue)], another decrease in
the sensitivity of the experiment is to be expected. As a conse-
quence, poor localisation (i.e. large voxel size of >1 cm3) or ex-
cessive total measurement times (>1 h), or both, have to be
accepted. Although the wavelength required to excite protons
at 7 T is about 10–12 cm, X-nuclei require a much longer wave-
length, relaxing constraints in coil design and SAR. Therefore,
7-T systems may be a crucial step to foster clinical applications
of non-proton MRS (30). Other reasons for the limited use of
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MRS in clinical diagnosis are the application of sophisticated
spectroscopy protocols, including fine tuning of the whole MR
system, individual voxel positioning, extra local shimming and
water or fat suppression in 1H MRS. Furthermore, reference
experiments and dedicated fitting algorithms (e.g. LCModel,
jMRUI, etc.) have to be used in a sensible way to obtain actual
metabolite concentrations. Finally, the interpretation of meta-
bolic changes is less obvious than increases or decreases in
image intensity. Altogether, this renders MRS in a clinical envi-
ronment a less robust method when compared with MRI. Never-
theless, a boost to these so far ‘exotic’ MR applications can be
expected, at least in specialised clinical applications (31).

Relaxation time alterations

With increasing field strength, the proton relaxation times of the
tissues change as a result of characteristic dipole–dipole interac-
tion, and a significant increase in T1 is observed when moving
from 1.5 to 3 and 7 T (32). The T1 effect can be used advanta-
geously for arterial spin labelling (28) and, perhaps with more
general impact, for MR angiography owing to improved back-
ground suppression (16). However, non-proton relaxation times
modulated by other relaxation mechanisms may show a quite
different behaviour. For sodium, as a result of quadrupolar relax-
ation, T1 times should be about the same at 3 and 7 T. However,
phosphorus T1 decreases significantly from 3 to 7 T for larger,
asymmetric molecules (33), enabling localised, single-shot, dy-
namic MRS of skeletal muscle (34,35), which may be used to
study metabolism in vivo. Very probably, chemical shift anisot-
ropy causes the T1 of phosphocreatine, phosphomonoesters
and phosphodiesters to decrease with B0, but not for the sym-
metric inorganic phosphate molecule.

Parallel transmission and imaging

It has been shown (36–39) that parallel imaging can be utilised
with higher speed reduction factors at higher field strengths
(for an equivalent amount of noise introduced by the so-called
g factor), significantly reducing the acquisition time. Parallel
transmission MR enables significant improvements in excitation
uniformity and coverage; however, substantial research work still
needs to be performed with respect to patient safety calcula-
tions (B1, SAR, etc.) to fully develop safe and robust parallel trans-
mit technology. In this context, is should be mentioned that a
completely different approach, not utilising a transceiver close
to the object, has been proposed recently (40). Using this so-
called travelling wave technique, RF transmission and signal de-
tection are made at a distance from the object itself. Although
the concept is not yet fully developed and a homogeneous
excitation field is similarly challenging to achieve as with
conventional local resonators, it does open up new possibilities
for manipulating RF excitation.

CHALLENGESOFULTRA-HIGHFIELDSTRENGTH

Throughout the history of MRI, an increase in field strength has
always been associated with various problems. On the manufac-
turer side, increased field strength increases the technical chal-
lenges and costs. For the user, the potential improvements in
image quality may well be counteracted by negative effects,
such as an increased severity of artefacts, higher motion sensitiv-
ity, increased sensitivity to physiological noise, increased RF

heating, etc. (see also Table 1). In this context, the step from 3
to 7 T has not been trivial, and some of the most well-recognised
problems and challenges are briefly addressed below.

RF inhomogeneity

With increasing field strength, the Larmor wavelength for pro-
tons is reduced and, at 7 T, approaches the dimensions of the
human body and larger organs. This introduces significant and
often unpredictable inhomogeneities in the MR images, earlier
recognised as ‘dielectric resonances’, but presently considered
to be a result of destructive B1 interference (41). It can be
expected that the step from 3 to 7 T will enhance problems more
significantly than moving from 1.5 to 3 T and, as an example, a
central brightening effect is often observed at 7 T when imaging
the brain using volume coils. As a first step, at 3 T as well as 7 T,
‘flattening’ filters have been proposed to smooth out signal inho-
mogeneities. A second step, utilising several coil elements dur-
ing RF transmission, is denoted ‘B1 shimming’ or ‘RF shimming’.
With this method, the phases and/or amplitudes of the coil ele-
ments are manipulated to obtain homogeneous excitation. A
more advanced technique based on a theoretical framework
presented in the late 1980s is parallel RF transmission (where
gradient trajectories in excitation k space are followed during
RF transmission from multiple coil elements to create spatially
varying excitation profiles). This technique may mature in the fu-
ture to become useful, in particular for clinical research at ultra-
high fields (42–44).

Relaxation time alterations

For morphological imaging, the above-mentioned proton T1
increase will, in general, lead to increased examination times.
Perhaps even more problematic are the observed effects of T2 re-
duction with increasing field strength, giving rise to difficulties in
techniques relying on long TEs, such as diffusion-weighted
imaging and diffusion tensor imaging. Taking into account in-
creased susceptibility effects/shortened T2*, conventional sin-
gle-shot EPI techniques for diffusion-weighted imaging do not
appear to benefit from the step from 3 to 7 T. However, recent
combinations of parallel imaging techniques and segmented
readout schemes have shown an increase in image quality in dif-
fusion-weighted imaging at 7 T, thereby also providing promise
for future high-quality diffusion tensor imaging at ultra-high field
strengths (45). 1H MRS and, in particular, MRSI may also yield a
reduction in SNR when using echo-based localisation schemes,
as a result of long TEs when compared with T2 or T2*.

Susceptibility effects

As stated above, similar to when moving from 1.5 to 3 T, one
must expect increased susceptibility artefacts/T2* shortening
when moving from 3 to 7 T, giving rise to, for example, increased
intravoxel signal loss and geometric distortion and, subse-
quently, reduced image quality in regions with large magnetic
field inhomogeneities. Susceptibility effects are conventionally
reduced by B0 shimming, and first-order as well as higher order
shimming availability are mandatory prerequisites for 7-T scan-
ners, as well as for clinical scanners operating at lower field
strengths. In contrast with conventional static shimming, where
shim parameters are defined during the pre-scan phase and
maintained during the entire scan, the concept of dynamic shim-
ming (46) has been proposed recently for UHF MRI (47). With this
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method, shim parameters are updated slice by slice during the
scan; however, higher order shim coils are normally not actively
shielded, and hence dynamic updating using such coils may re-
sult in significant eddy current effects. Other approaches include
thinner slices/smaller voxels, z shimming, etc. However, in-
creased susceptibility effects are also one of the benefits of the
increased field strength in specific regions, such as the brain.

Slice selection in 1H MRSI

Challenges at 7 T include chemical shift displacement errors, B0
and B1 inhomogeneities and short T2 relaxation times, leading
to unreliable fat/water suppression, signal variation or reduced
spectral resolution. Several groups have developed approaches
to address some of these limitations. Some have focused on
short acquisition delays (TE*) or echo times (TE) to minimise
the signal loss of short T2 components (48–50). Chemical shift
displacement errors were reduced by the application of adia-
batic refocusing pulses (26,51,52) or the omission of selective
refocusing pulses (48,49,53). Variations in the transmit B1 field
(B1

+) were also reduced using adiabatic pulses (26,51,52), by the
omission of refocusing pulses (48–50) and by the use of multi-
channel transmit coils (49).

SAR effects

The issue of tissue heating in MRI, normally measured using the
parameter SAR, comprises one of the most complex challenges
for UHF MRI. As SAR scales with approximately the square of
the magnetic field, heating issues become a problem at 3 T,
and are further enhanced at 7 T. In addition, the RF magnetic
as well as electric fields vary spatially at 7 T, and hence local
SAR variations are likely to occur.
Therefore, careful coil design and optimisation of pulse

sequences when moving from 3 to 7 T are mandatory from a
SAR perspective, with consequences on, for example, slice cover-
age and choice of repetition time (30,54). Indeed, local SAR var-
iations may be further enhanced by the use of parallel transmit
techniques (55), and it can be assumed that there are still signif-
icant improvements to be made before such techniques can be
introduced into clinical research at 7 T.
In this context, 7-T systems will probably not be prepared for

imaging using body coils during the next few years, although
RF shimming techniques may reduce SAR (56) and promising im-
aging results have been demonstrated (57). However, this does
not mean that only the brain can be studied at 7 T, as local trans-
mit–receive coils for most body parts are already available (e.g.
single-loop 1H, 23Na and 31P coils and 1H phased-array coils for
extremities) or under development. In addition, a consequence
of the short wavelength is that local SAR can be much better ma-
nipulated at 7 T.

Other safety aspects

Below 8 T, the Food and Drug Administration does not deem MR
diagnostic devices to be a significant risk for adults, children and
infants aged over 1month. However, the International Electro-
technical Commission states that, when the main static magnetic
field is higher than 4 T, the MR system is operating at the second-
level-controlled operating mode, requiring the approval of
investigational human studies protocols according to local
requirements (e.g. local ethics committees) and medical supervi-
sion for all patients. It can be foreseen that ethical application

procedures (already performed by several research sites) will
be reduced in complexity with the number of active sites. Stud-
ies on safety and patient discomfort at 7 T are sparse to date, and
magnetic and electric field effects cannot be independently
modelled. Early studies indicate no clinically significant changes
in vital signs, but transient electrocardiogram (ECG) artefacts
have been observed (58). Weak cognitive effects have been
reported (59), and it has been observed that the number of sub-
jective side-effects is increased at 7 T relative to 1.5 T, but that 7 T
is well tolerated by the majority of subjects (60). However, poten-
tial problems with patients and personnel moving within the
much stronger B0 gradient of an actively shielded magnet bore
at 7 T must be handled properly.

With regard to occupational safety, regulations and recommen-
dations vary across theworld. Although occupational exposure to a
static magnetic field is allowed up to 4 T in the International Elec-
trotechnical Commission standard, nation-specific static field occu-
pational standards vary substantially. As an example, the National
Radiological Protection Board in the UK states a whole-body max-
imum exposure of 2 T, whereas the Australian Radiation Laboratory
recommends a limit of 5 T. In addition, such standards are fre-
quently combined with a ‘dose’ limit, reducing the acceptable time
spent per day in the environment (61).

In this context, it must be emphasised that, in 2004, the EU
Physical Agents 2004/40/EC Directive on the minimum health
and safety requirements regarding the exposure of workers to
the risks arising from electromagnetic fields was approved. This
Directive governs exposure to time-varying electromagnetic
fields regardless of application, and is, to a large extent, based
on guidelines published in 1998 by the International Commis-
sion on Non-Ionizing Radiation Protection (ICNIRP). Several inter-
national organisations, including the International Society for
Magnetic Resonance in Medicine, European Society for Magnetic
Resonance in Medicine and Biology and the European Coordina-
tion Committee of the Radiological, Electromedical and Health-
care IT Industry, at an early preparatory stage, warned about
the consequences of the Directive in the field of medical MRI,
as it was very likely that the Directive could influence MRI prac-
tice at conventional as well as at UHF strengths. As a conse-
quence of the debate, the Directive was postponed until 2012.
In 2009, ICNIRP published new guidelines concerning static mag-
netic fields (62), where it is stated that, “It is recommended that
occupational exposure of the head and trunk should not exceed
a spatial peak magnetic flux density of 2 T. However, for specific
work applications, exposure up to 8 T can be permitted, if the en-
vironment is controlled and appropriate work practices are
implemented to control movement-induced effects.” Recently,
ICNIRP also published its new guidelines concerning time-vary-
ing electric and magnetic fields (1 Hz to 100 kHz) (63) and, at
present, the community awaits a rewritten EU Directive proposal.

Despite foreseen changes in the presently postponed EU
Directive, it is mandatory that, when establishing a 7-T site
in an EU country, the ongoing debate regarding the Directive
and its future implementation in the member states is
carefully monitored.

Costs of installation, system hardware and running a 7-T
MR system

Currently, i.e. mid-2011, the installation of a second-generation,
actively shielded, 7-T whole-body system requires an equipment
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investment on the order of 7M€, or approximately 1M€/T, not
including costs for service contract, building construction, staff
and future hardware upgrades. As a consequence, in some Euro-
pean countries (e.g. Sweden and Denmark), the first 7-T scanner
installed will be considered as national infrastructure. In this con-
text, it should be noted that the costs mentioned as a general
rule do not include a comprehensive set of coils for the whole
human body, in part because several coils that are ‘standard’ at
lower field strength have not yet become commercial products,
either from MR system manufacturers or third party vendors. At
this time, potential 7-T users should be aware of this, and of
the necessity for future investments in RF coils. As an alternative,
several active 7-T sites build their own coils, and hence a large
group of physicists and engineers is required to run a 7-T instal-
lation. As a result of the commonality of the graphical user inter-
face with clinical MR systems, however, radiographers are now
starting to operate 7-T systems in clinical research (64).

In summary, although it will probably take some years before
whole-body investigations can be performed routinely with high
quality, the potential for basic morphological research, advanced
functional research and molecular imaging is vast at 7 T, and sig-
nificant progress in knowledge can be expected to result from
the use of anatomical, functional and spectroscopic MRI at 7 T
for studies of, for example, degenerative brain diseases. Hence,
this next step in UHF MR has the potential to open up com-
pletely new pathways in morphological and functional imaging,
and may also enable MRI to have a significant impact in the field
of molecular and metabolic imaging, using MRS as well as in
combination with positron emission tomography. In the sections
below, different areas of application, taking advantage of the
changes summarised above, are reviewed in more detail.

BRAIN IMAGING AT 7T

Tumours and metastases

The significantly enhanced sensitivity at 7 T may prove to be a
decisive advantage for the diagnosis of tumorous entities (65).
The increased sensitivity to susceptibility artefacts can be used,
for example, to make haemosiderin visible in an SWI sequence;
such haemosiderin deposits may be associated with bleeding
within tumours or metastases. The appearance of venous vessels
is also markedly increased by the enhanced artefact extent
(Fig. 1). This may be helpful in revealing the vascular distribution
and possible neovascularisation in primary brain tumours (66).
Gliomas can be well depicted with conventional field strengths.
A marked improvement in spatial resolution in the T2- or T1-
weighted sequences, although visually appealing, will have little
influence on therapy and thus will be of minor clinical relevance.
The improved representation of vessel-rich areas, however,
could be of relevance. These areas should be indicative of higher
malignancy. A more accurate target determination might there-
fore be conducted before a stereotactic biopsy. In addition to
other techniques, such as MRS, the visualisation of augmented
vascular presence could be a further component in the assess-
ment of primary brain tumour malignancy. However, a higher
applied field strength is not always clearly advantageous. In
one small preliminary study, the detection of metastases of bron-
chial carcinomas in contrast-enhanced magnetisation-prepared
rapid gradient echo (MPRAGE) was almost equivalent to the sen-
sitivity at 1.5 T (67). It can be concluded that a more sensitive
staging for patients with certain primaries may be possible at

7 T, but SWI will most likely provide the decisive difference rather
than the T1 sequence after the administration of the gadolinium
contrast agent.

Hippocampus

The hippocampus is a challenging structure to depict at low
fields because of its small size and rich structure, and, at 7 T, be-
cause of its proximity to the skull base. The high-resolution de-
piction of the hippocampi is possible at 7 T without significant
artefacts with proton density, T2 and T2* sequences, but also with
T1 MPRAGE, with an isotropic resolution of 0.5mm (68). Even
subfields of the internal hippocampal anatomy can be visualised
with excellent resolution (68,69), which motivates the search for
clinical applications. Cryptogenic epilepsy, for instance, remains
an unresolved problem; in these patients, no structural abnor-
mality can be diagnosed at MRI up to 3 T (70). The higher resolu-
tion of 7-T MRI would appear to be beneficial, and is currently
being evaluated; initial investigations have been conducted in
patients with known mesial sclerosis (71). Still missing is the ex-
amination of patients with a known temporal focus in the elec-
troencephalogram, but occult lower field imaging results. In such
cases, a detectable structural change would clearly have thera-
peutic relevance. Also of interest are the hippocampal changes
associated with dementia of Alzheimer type. High-resolution
SWI at 7 T has, for example, already successfully demonstrated
the direct visualisation of pathology in the parietal association
cortex in patients with Alzheimer’s disease (13), and hippocam-
pal volumetry appears to be facilitated at 7 T (72). Finally, a pre-
liminary study has identified the prolongation of T2* relaxation
times in certain hippocampal subfields of patients with major de-
pressive disorder (73).

Microangiopathic changes

In the radiological work-up of patients with dementia, vascular
dementia plays a major role. A requirement is the detection of
cerebral microangiopathy, which can be established in both
computed tomography (CT) and clinical MRI (74). In the

Figure 1. Susceptibility-weighted image revealing enhanced sensitivity
to cerebral veins at 7 T.
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pathogenesis of these white matter changes, arterial hyperten-
sion is considered to be the main cause, so that such changes
are found not only in patients with dementia, but in many
patients with cardiovascular disease. Hypertension is, in princi-
ple, amenable to treatment; the compliance of these patients
is, however, often low. Visualisation of the changes in an indivi-
dual’s brain, which are well represented in a fluid-attenuated
inversion recovery (FLAIR) sequence, could perhaps improve
compliance by demonstrating them to the patient.
UHF is certainly not necessary for this, although FLAIR contrast

is obtainable at 7 T (75,76). In the case of such microangiopathic
white matter changes, a T2*-weighted or SWI gradient echo se-
quence should certainly be added to the clinical work-up. These
sequences are particularly sensitive to susceptibility artefacts as
may originate from haemosiderin deposits in brain tissue. This
allows the identification of small microbleeds that can occur in
patients with microangiopathy, even if the microangiopathic
changes themselves are not yet very pronounced. Previous
investigations have shown a correlation between the number
of microbleeds and the extent of cognitive deficits (77). Further-
more, it has been proposed that, in patients with microbleeds,
secondary prevention measures with anticoagulants should be
reconsidered (78,79). Currently, there is evidence that micro-
bleeds are an important criterion with regard to microangiopa-
thies and can be evaluated with clinical MRI today. With the help
of higher field strengths, such as 7 T, the detection limit for
microbleeding can be improved significantly (80). If many micro-
bleeds have been established at 1.5 or 3 T, the patient does not
need to undergo a 7-T MRI, but if anticoagulant therapy is
planned in a patient with known microangiopathy and often
co-existing cardiovascular pathologies, one should be as certain
as possible that no microbleeding exists, so that the prophylactic
therapy can be individually adapted and large intracerebral
bleeds prevented. In such cases, the more sensitive detection
method, including SWI, might be important and helpful.

Multiple sclerosis

For multiple sclerosis, MRI has long been a crucial imaging mo-
dality, and MRI is of major importance for the clinical assessment
of patients with this disease. Essential sequences include a pro-
ton density and T2-weighted turbo spin echo (TSE), FLAIR and a
sagittal T2-weighted TSE through the corpus callosum. Also im-
portant is a T1-weighted sequence after contrast administration.
Furthermore, a diffusion-weighted sequence is frequently per-
formed to potentially detect active foci.
However, a definitive statement about the progression and se-

verity of the disease is not generally possible, even when using
multiple radiological parameters. In the context of the first
appearance of clinical symptoms, MRI can often diagnostically
confirm multiple sclerosis. Some lesions, however, cannot be
depicted or are only very poorly depicted at 1.5 or 3 T. This is im-
portant if, for example, this is the only lesion in the patient. In
particular, cortical lesions are often difficult to depict; imaging
at 7 T, with increased resolution, can be more successful in this
regard (11,81–83). Moreover, it is possible to reveal the anatom-
ical features of the plaques almost microscopically. The typical
localisation of the plaques around small venules can, for exam-
ple, be clearly shown (84,85). This ability might provide an addi-
tional radiological differentiator between multiple sclerosis
lesions and microangiopathic white matter lesions (86). It has
also been observed that a subset of lesions is surrounded by a

dark ring in T2*-weighted images (11,87). These rings are also
clearly visible on phase images. The rings are consistent with
histological data indicating iron-containing macrophages in the
lesion periphery (89). Here, quantitative SWI could be added to
the protocol (22).

Angiography

With increasing field strength, proton T1 relaxation times are
prolonged, which is anticipated to benefit time-of-flight (TOF)
angiography. Combined with the much higher spatial resolution,
which can be implemented as a result of enhanced sensitivity,
the depiction of much finer vessel branches is achievable
(88–90). With this technique, it is possible to depict very small
blood vessels, such as the lenticulostriate arteries (91,92). Even
perforating arteries with their origin in the posterior communi-
cating artery can be visualised at 7 T (93).

Thus far, it has been shown that a reliable depiction of all diag-
nostically relevant intracranial vessels is possible. Various gradient
echo sequences can be used [TOF, interpolated three-dimensional
fast low-angle shot (FLASH) andMPRAGE] (94,95). As a result of the
increased resolution (better than 0.5� 0.5� 0.5mm3), the intracra-
nial vessels can be traced far into the periphery (Fig. 2). The use of
MPRAGE to depict the intracranial vessels only becomes feasible at
UHF strength, because, at lower field strengths, the vasculature
contrast is not sufficient. This option opens up new possibilities
in the diagnosis of intracranial vascular changes. In addition to
the vessels themselves, which appear hyperintense without con-
trast medium as in TOF MR angiography, the perivascular struc-
tures are well depicted and can be assessed in the source images.
Further evaluations are needed to show, for example, how this
precise registration (96,97) between vessels and parenchyma can
be helpful in the work-up of vascular stenosis. It is possible that this
approach can make the additional acquisition of a CT scan to
visualise wall calcifications superfluous. It is important to depict
such calcifications when considering endovascular therapy.

Figure 2. Maximum intensity projection of high-resolution whole-brain
time-of-flight (TOF) MRI of a healthy volunteer acquired with a 32-channel
head coil (Nova Medical, Wilmington, MA, USA) at 7 T.
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Another possible clinical application is the depiction of aneur-
ysms. It is known that small aneurysms may pose a bleeding risk,
so that even these small structures should be reliably detectable
with a non-invasive method. So far, however, TOF MR angiography
at lower field strength is limited, in that aneurysms smaller than
3mm may not always be detected. The higher resolution and
improved contrast at 7 T might be very helpful. It must be remem-
bered, however, that TOF MR angiography at high field strength is
subject to increased artefacts. Initial results have shown advan-
tages of UHF, but further investigations are needed to evaluate
the clinical relevance of these benefits (98,99) (Fig. 3).

Cerebral cavernous malformations

The detection of intra-axial cavernomas by MRI is based on the
appearance of susceptibility artefacts in gradient echo sequences.
The precise anatomy, particularly of small lesions, often remains
obscured at field strengths up to 3 T. The more centrally such a
lesion is located, the more imperative it is to estimate the risk of
bleeding versus the risk of surgical removal. In a recent study, it
was verified that intracranial cavernous haemangiomas, which
had already been detected at 1.5 T, could be depicted at 7 T after
the optimisation of T2*-weighted gradient echo sequences (100).
A significant increase in spatial resolution could be achieved with
SWI sequences. Such sequences result in a more sensitive detec-
tion of haemosiderin deposits at 1.5 and 3 T, and hence of cavern-
ous haemangiomas; at 7 T, however, the influence of susceptibility
is enhanced significantly. Thus, two factors, spatial resolution and
susceptibility sensitivity, come together to significantly improve
the depiction of cavernomas and, in particular, to enhance the
sensitivity for detection. In the assessment of clinical relevance, it
will be important to determine whether additional cavernomas
can be found in eloquent regions, and to reliably assess whether
there is an associated cavernous haemangioma in the presence
of a developmental venous anomaly (101).

Cerebellum and cerebellar nuclei

More and more is becoming known about the pathogenesis of
many hereditary ataxias, including Friedreich’s ataxia and the most
common autosomal-dominant spinocerebellar ataxias: SCA1, SCA2,

SCA3 and SCA6. Because of the slowly progressive nature of these
degenerative diseases, the establishment of biomarkers is of partic-
ular interest.
In the search for suitable MRI parameters for disease progres-

sion, UHF MRI provides a number of potential advantages com-
pared with conventional field strengths. With conventional and
voxel-based morphometry, the degree of atrophy of the cerebel-
lum and its subsections can be detected, and the degree of cer-
ebellar atrophy has been found to correlate with clinical ataxia
scores (102,103). An open question remains how long the mini-
mum appropriate time intervals must be in order to capture,
for example, the natural disease progression using MR volume-
try. It is likely that the sensitivity increases with higher spatial
resolution. UHF MRI offers the capability of submillimetre resolu-
tion. However, the use of semi-automatic evaluation routines is
complicated by the increased inhomogeneity in grey matter.
Furthermore, UHF MRI offers the opportunity to more accu-

rately depict the fine structure of the cerebellum. Hereditary atax-
ias affect the cerebellar cortex and nuclei to varying degrees. In
Friedreich’s ataxia and SCA3, degeneration of the cerebellar nu-
clei is dominant, particularly of the dentate nucleus. In the case
of SCA1, SCA2 and SCA6, however, the cerebellar cortex is partic-
ularly affected. The dentate nucleus and other cerebellar nuclei
can be depicted at very high resolution using 7-T MRI (104). In
addition to determining the nuclear volume, the assessment of
possible changes in the iron content of the dentate nucleus is
of interest. For an increasing number of neurodegenerative dis-
eases, it has been proposed that an altered iron metabolism plays
a role in pathogenesis (105). In Friedreich’s ataxia, frataxin defi-
ciency leads to impairment of cellular iron metabolism, and the
dentate nucleus is particularly vulnerable because of its high iron
content. The iron content in the brain can be examined by MRI
based on the effect that iron leads to a shortening of the T2 and
T2* relaxation times (106). As this effect increases with increasing
field strength, it is likely that 7 T will bring further advantages, as
has been shown for 3 T compared with 1.5 T.
Unlike in Friedreich’s ataxia and SCA3, the cerebellar cortex is

particularly affected in SCA1, SCA2 and SCA6. In animal studies
using UHF MRI, the molecular layer could be rendered distinct
from the granular layer (107). In the aforementioned forms of
SCA, changes in the granular layer and the molecular layer have
been described, in addition to degeneration of the Purkinje cells
(108). UHF MRI examinations with corresponding spatial resolu-
tion would be one potential way to better understand the path-
ophysiology of the disease over its course.

Clinical fMRI

With the increasing field strength of available magnets, fMRI
continues to gain importance in cognitive neuroimaging. The
BOLD signal increases appreciably with increasing field strength,
as it benefits doubly from both the higher SNR and the increased
susceptibility sensitivity. This makes it possible, among other
prospects, to use fMRI to examine individual events without
the need for repetitions of the active stimuli in contrast with
the rest condition, enabling new paradigms. Furthermore, a
significantly improved spatial resolution is possible, so that
activations can be represented at millimetre resolution (7,109).
As a result of the increased BOLD sensitivity, standard smoothing
(Fig. 4, top) is no longer required, enabling single-patient
activation maps and more specific functional diagnostics (Fig. 4,
bottom).

Figure 3. Volume rendering of time-of-flight (TOF) MR angiography at
7 T in a patient with a basilar tip aneurysm (arrow). The absence of the
left posterior communicating artery is well visualised.
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However, fMRI at ultra-high field strengths is not straightfor-
ward: part of the benefits, which enable an increased BOLD con-
trast, can also lead to major problems. The increased sensitivity
to susceptibility artefacts often leads to significant disturbances
in BOLD imaging; in particular, echo planar sequences (EPI) are
very vulnerable to these artefacts, so that the sequences must
be suitably optimised for fMRI at 7 T (110).

Cerebrum

As at lower field strengths, the question arises: What is the pos-
sible clinical benefit of fMRI at 7 T? The most common clinical ap-
plication of fMRI is the representation of eloquent areas before
tumour removal. Typically, this involves motor or linguistic para-
digms, which can be applied at 7 T similar to at lower field
strengths. However, tumours are often located near the brain
surface or close to the skull sinuses. This may lead to problems
with susceptibility artefacts, although certain vital brain areas
(e.g. motor, visual, temporal) might still be located in magneti-
cally homogeneous parts of the brain. An optimisation of the

measurement sequences and suppression of artefacts can be
achieved by the application of multichannel coils. With these
coils, it is possible to apply parallel imaging, which especially
benefits from ultra-high fields (39). With parallel imaging, distor-
tions are reduced significantly, although at the cost of decreased
SNR, which in turn is important to enable precise overlay on
high-resolution structural images in patients. The success of fMRI
can be significantly greater at 7 T, particularly in cancer patients,
as the increased signal facilitates good activations even with lim-
ited subject compliance. A very recent study in 17 patients with
tumours performed presurgical localisation of the primary motor
hand area, a rather benign area in terms of magnetic field homo-
geneity, comparing 3-T and 7-T results based on identical inves-
tigational procedures and comparable system-specific sequence
optimisations. Significantly higher functional sensitivity was
obtained at 7 T, as shown via the percentage signal change, mean
t values, number of suprathreshold voxels and contrast-to-noise
ratio. However, the 7-T data suffered from significantly increased
ghosting and head motion artefacts (111). To what extent this ad-
vantage is relevant to clinical practice, i.e. treatment options and
survival rate, and whether this gain is achievable in more difficult
brain areas, will need to be examined in future studies.

Cerebellum

A large number of studies at conventional field strengths show
activations of the cerebellar cortex, the main input structure of
the cerebellum, and these studies have contributed significantly
to a better understanding of the physiology of the cerebellum.
For example, for some time, the cerebellum has been assigned
not only motor but also non-motor functions (112,113). How-
ever, there are currently very few studies that have been able
to demonstrate activation of the cerebellar nuclei, the main out-
put structure of the cerebellum (114,115). The increased sensitiv-
ity and improved spatial resolution of UHF MRI could change this
in the future. There are several reasons why the cerebellar nuclei
may be activated less reliably than the cerebellar cortex. First, the
iron content of the nuclei is high, which, on the one hand, facil-
itates the structural depiction of the nuclei via susceptibility arte-
facts, but, on the other, reduces the available BOLD contrast
through signal voids (116). Another reason is the small size and
geometry of the nuclei, which leads to dominance of partial
volume effects. Even with voxel sizes of a few cubic milli-
metres, almost all voxels contain both white matter and nu-
clear constituents, and the former contribute little or nothing
to the activation (117). Indeed, a good portion of the improved
sensitivity of UHF MRI probably derives from the reduced voxel
size and, consequently, the reduced partial volume effects
(118). A third reason may be the cellular physiology of the
BOLD effect, resulting in lower signal changes in the cerebellar
nuclei than in the cortex.

The improved SNR of UHF MRI increases the probability of
detecting activation of the cerebellar nuclei. However, confound-
ing problems, many of which are particularly marked in the
posterior cranial fossa, counteract part of the improved SNR. EPI
BOLD near air–tissue interfaces, such as the sinuses or the ear
canals, and the pulsation of cerebrospinal fluid and large blood
vessels lead to signal dropouts, distortions and other artefacts.
Head coils, imaging techniques and pulse sequences need to
be further optimised for application at UHF. ECG, pulse and
respiratory triggering are possibilities to minimise the effects of
physiological motion in the posterior fossa.

Figure 4. Single-subject, high-resolution (1mm3 isotropic) functional
MRI map of the human motor cortex at 7 T using a 24-channel head coil
(TE/TR= 34/2000ms; GRAPPA= 4). Top: standard 6-mm Gaussian kernel
smoothing of individual activation map. Note the strong blurring into
white matter as a result of smoothing. Bottom: note that brain activation
is significant only in grey matter (and, partly, in cerebrospinal fluid as a
result of contamination), but not in white matter (familywise error
corrected, p< 0.05, unsmoothed). Courtesy of C. Windischberger, Vienna,
Austria [for more details, see ref. (110)].
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Technical problems remain to be resolved, including motion
artefacts, but UHF MRI promises reliable activation of the cere-
bellar nuclei, in addition to an improved spatial resolution of
the cerebellar cortex. For example, reliable single-subject activa-
tion of the ventral brain, i.e. bilateral amygdala, bilateral fusiform
gyrus/fusiform face area, orbitofrontal cortex, bilateral ventrolat-
eral prefrontal cortex, can be obtained for a task comparing
emotional faces versus objects of similar size, shape and luminos-
ity (Fig. 5, top). Despite the solid activation map obtained after
smoothing (top and bottom left), parameters estimated reflect-
ing the specificity of brain activation are much greater when
taken from the unsmoothed activation map (bottom right). Initial
7-T fMRI studies also show that activation of the dentate nucleus
can, for example, be reliably achieved by finger movements
(119). As it is likely that the quality of fMRI of the brainstem will
improve in parallel in a similar way, activations of the red nucleus
and the inferior olivary nucleus should be more readily detect-
able (120). The investigation of cerebellar control circuits in
humans would then become feasible.

So far, the neuroimaging community has focused its research
mainly on 3-T units as they are more widely available, easy to
operate—even without a team of experts from physics and
radiology—and much cheaper, including a 32-channel head coil.
In addition, standard fMRI processing software is fine tuned for

1.5- and 3-T data. However, this approach may not ensure the
scientific rigour and state-of-the-art data acquisition and proces-
sing required (121). Multidisciplinary research projects employ-
ing high-resolution fMRI protocols (see, for example, Figs 4 and
5) should stimulate the use of 7-T scanners and, in this way, help
to better explore the potential of UHF fMRI in the neurosciences.

Brain metabolism

Although 1H MRS at 1.5 T was approved by the Food and Drug
Administration several years ago, it is still not in wide clinical
use; 3-T and 4-T systems have helped to improve the sensitivity
and specificity in 1H MRS (122–124). The three major metabo-
lites, i.e. N-acetyl-aspartate (NAA), total creatine (Cr) and choline
compounds (Cho), are reliably accessible, whereas other impor-
tant metabolites, such as myo-inositol (mIns), strongly overlap
with other metabolites, and the amino acids Gln and Glu are
not well separated and thus summed to yield Glx, limiting spec-
ificity (125). Furthermore, g�aminobutyric⋅ acid (GABA) and glu-
cose detection and, most importantly, quantification are rather
limited (125). Here, 7-T MR may provide the requisite extra de-
gree of sensitivity and spectral dispersion to increase specificity
in both directions, anatomically (smaller voxel size) and spec-
trally (distance between peaks on the frequency axis) (126,127).

Figure 5. Single-subject functional MRI of the whole brain at 7 T using a 32-channel head coil (TE/TR = 23/1400ms; GRAPPA= 4; 30 slices; 1.5� 1.5� 2
mm3): difference map after viewing emotional faces versus objects. Brain activation is significant particularly in the ventral brain, i.e. bilateral amygdala,
bilateral fusiform gyrus/fusiform face area, orbitofrontal cortex and bilateral ventrolateral prefrontal cortex. Top left: standard 8-mm Gaussian kernel
smoothing; centre: reduced smoothing (3mm); right: no smoothing. Bottom row displays the corresponding b values for the hypothesised right amyg-
dala activation (red, emotional faces; blue, objects). Note the increasing specificity with increasing spatial resolution. FWHM, full width at half-maximum.
Courtesy of C. Windischberger, Vienna, Austria.
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Single-voxel spectra of high quality may be obtained from small
volumes (Fig. 6), although peak assignment is not always
straightforward [e.g. the lactate peak—about 0.5mM in vivo—
might be affected by residual, unsuppressed water side-bands
or lipids from outside the volume of interest (128), and the tau-
rine (Tau) peak might be ‘contaminated’ by glucose]. This may
be used to characterise and follow up larger single lesions in
multiple sclerosis or epileptic foci in the hippocampus.
Furthermore, pathological alterations are more often distrib-

uted across larger parts of the brain, and therefore spectroscopic
imaging might be more valuable in clinical diagnosis (129). Al-
though UHF 1H MRSI is one of the most promising methods for
the assessment of brain tissue and pathological changes, there
are several challenges to be met, as listed in the Introduction.
Adding to common knowledge, it has been demonstrated that
higher order shimming of the brain at 7 T results in massive
improvements in B0 homogeneity, aiding, in particular, func-
tional (EPI) and spectroscopic (MRSI) measurements when com-
pared with typical first- and second-order shims implemented
in clinical systems (130). Some groups have improved the sup-
pression of subcutaneous lipid signals, whereas others have
aimed to optimise the detection of specific amino acids. For ex-
ample, Glu (9,131) and/or Gln (132), important in epilepsy, as well
as Tau and GABA, can be detected directly via 1H MRS at 7 T, and
even glycine becomes visible (134). In some cases, however,
improvements in spectral quality have led to increasing SAR
(26,48).
Recently, Henning et al. (48) have presented a method based

on free induction decay acquisition, with optimised outer vol-
ume suppression, which offers reduced sensitivity to B1

+ errors,
small chemical shift displacement errors and short TE*. Although
quantification was complicated because of phase problems, ro-
bust quantification was achieved when first-order phase errors
were taken into account for the quantification. Boer et al. (130)

and Bogner et al. (134) further improved this approach to enable
high-resolution (64� 64) metabolic (NAA, N-acetyl-aspartylgluta-
mate, Cr, Cho, mIns) and amino acid (Glu, Gln, Tau) mapping of
the human brain in a reasonable measurement time. High spatial
resolution results have been obtained, resulting in excellent sep-
aration of grey and white matter voxels in the brain, achieved
with high sensitivity because of ultrashort TE* (1.3ms). Thus, no
or negligible loss as a result of chemical shift displacement, T2
or J modulation was observed (Fig. 7). To keep the overall mea-
surement time reasonable (30min), TR had to be kept short
(0.6 s) and T1 correction was required. Nevertheless, lipid
suppression was robust and SAR was still low (about 20% of
the regulatory limits) and did not pose a limiting factor. The high
spatial resolution significantly reduces contamination (blurring)
between voxels located in different tissue types, reduces the
linewidth and therefore allows for full separation of Glu and
Gln, similar to the 10 times larger single-voxel spectrum (Fig. 6).

Nevertheless, the absolute quantification of metabolites and
amino acids remains challenging because of variable baseline
contributions from macromolecules. In this respect, Pan et al.
(132) demonstrated that a macromolecule baseline may be ac-
quired for correction using J-refocused coherence transfer MRSI,
also showing data from an epilepsy patient. As concluded by
Hetherington (135), ‘the concept of a network of injury has
emerged in the treatment of epilepsy.’ The use of not only 1H
but also 31P MRSI at 7 T (30) is supported by very recent data
from Bogner et al. (136). Figure 8 shows a 31P spectrum from
the healthy human brain acquired in only 3min. Clearly, the data
quality in terms of sensitivity and spectral resolution would be
sufficient for clinical studies. Spatial resolution could be in-
creased using phased array receive coils for phosphorus, al-
though at longer acquisition times. Gaining fully from the in-
creased SNR and decreasing T1 values relative to those
obtained at 3 T (33,137), brain injury associated with a variety

Figure 6. A 1.7-mL single-voxel 1H spectrum at 7T (TE/TM/TR=20/25/3000ms) from a parietal white matter region next to the left ventricle (see inset). The
grey line represents original data and the red fitted line was obtained via LCModel [SNR(NAA)=19, LW=8Hz]. Based on the high sensitivity and specificity
(spectral dispersion), several metabolites can be reliably identified, including glutamine (Gln), glutamate (Glu) and glucose/taurine (Tau). Lactate, however, is
contaminated by lipids. Asp, aspartate; GABA, g-aminobutyric acid; Ins, inositol; LW, linewidth; MM, macromolecules; NAA, N-acetyl-aspartate;
NAAG, N-acetyl-aspartylglutamate; SNR, signal-to-noise ratio; tCho, total choline; tCr, total creatine; tNAAG, total NAAG. Courtesy of O. Speck,
Magdeburg, Germany [to be published in J. Neurol. Neurochir. Psychiatr. (2011)].
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of pathologies would manifest as bioenergetic impairment.
Combining 1H and 31P MRSI methods with structural (diffusion
tensor imaging, fibre tracking) and functional (fMRI, resting state
connectivity) approaches should provide much better character-
isation of complex diseases, such as epilepsy, multiple sclerosis,
brain tumours, Alzheimer’s disease, Parkinson’s disease, and psy-
chiatric and metabolic disorders, and allow for frequent therapy
follow-ups. However, there is still much work ahead to develop

and optimise robust and fast protocols at 7 T to provide clinically
useful information in a reasonable examination time. Consider-
ing the slow development of novel therapies, this should not
become a limiting factor.

MUSCULOSKELETAL IMAGING AT 7T

Musculoskeletal imaging at 7 T can be divided into two main
areas—morphological and compositional MRI.

Morphological MRI at 7 T

The most important structures benefiting from UHF are cartilage
and trabecular bone imaging.

Cartilage imaging

Cartilage imaging at higher magnetic field strengths is expected
to improve the visualisation of cartilage pathology and the seg-
mentation of cartilage. With decreasing voxel size, partial volume
effects can be reduced, which enables the measurement of
cartilage volume and thickness even more reliably than with
1.5-T systems (Fig. 9). Most of the experience reported in the lit-
erature is found in cartilage imaging of the knee joint. Krug et al.
(138) employed a voxel size of 312� 312� 1000 mm3 in their 7-T
images used for cartilage segmentation, and Regatte and
Schweitzer (139) used a voxel size of 254� 254� 1000mm3.
High-resolution images of the cartilage can be acquired not only
in the knee, but also in smaller joints (e.g. in the wrist), thus
improving the visualisation of cartilage interfaces (140). Fat
suppression is important for accurate cartilage imaging (Fig. 10).
As a result of the larger chemical shift between water and fat
resonances, fat suppression is easier to achieve at 7 T than at
3 T (139).

Figure 7. High-resolution 7-T 1H spectrum after zeroth-order and first-order phase correction (voxel volume, 0.14mL; for display only, a high-pass filter
was applied and the residual water peak was removed), taken from a free induction decay MRSI experiment in a grey matter location (indicated by the
white arrow in the brain image inset). All assignments as in Fig. 6. SNR(NAA) is about 24 and the linewidth is 6 Hz, provided by LCModel, indicating the
high sensitivity despite a voxel volume more than 10 times smaller than in Fig. 6. Courtesy of W. Bogner, Vienna, Austria.

Figure 8. A localized 31P spectrum from the human brain at 7 T, acquired
with three-dimensional ISIS and a double-tuned 10-cm surface coil (volume
of interest, 3� 3� 3 cm3; acquisition time, 3min). Note the excellent
spectral resolution and sensitivity. a-ATP, a-adenosine triphosphate;
b-ATP, b-adenosine triphosphate; g-ATP, g-adenosine triphosphate; GPC,
glycerophosphocholine; GPE, glycerophosphoethanolamine; NADH, nico-
tinamide adenine dinucleotide, reduced form; PC, phosphatidylcholine;
PCr, phosphocreatine; PE, phosphatidylethanolamine; Pi, inorganic phos-
phate. Courtesy of W. Bogner, Vienna, Austria.
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Trabecular bone imaging

It has been shown that dual X-ray measurement of bone density
is not sufficient to characterise bone quality, because the trabec-
ular bone architecture, apart from the bone density, contributes
significantly to the mechanical strength, and therefore fracture
risk (141,142). Such bone structure is ideally characterised by mi-
croscopic CT (143,144). However, CT cannot be used routinely in
vivo because of the high radiation dose. In vivo trabecular bone
imaging is one of the emerging applications for high-resolution
morphological MRI. High spatial resolution is critical to visualise
and quantitatively assess the morphology of trabecular bone,
with the average diameter of the individual trabeculae being
on the order of 100–150 mm. Regatte and Schweitzer (139), for
example, were able to perform such high-resolution trabecular
bone imaging at 7 T in the distal tibia using a voxel size of
156� 156� 1000mm3.
In comparison with 3 T, at 7 T, SNR increases by a factor of two,

and thus improves the visualisation of trabecular bone struc-
ture (145). Susceptibility artefacts, caused by differences in mag-
netic susceptibility between trabecular bone and bone marrow,
result in an artificial broadening of the trabeculae signal void, es-
pecially in gradient echo sequences (146). This effect scales with
field strength and has been shown to have the advantage that it

enhances the visibility of small trabeculae which would other-
wise disappear because of the partial volume effect (138). Krug
et al. (10) were able to demonstrate high correlations between
3-T and 7-T MRI, as well as between MRI and high-resolution
CT, with regard to the apparent trabecular bone number. For
most of the other structural bone parameters, including bone
fraction, trabecular spacing and the number of trabeculae, high
correlations were also found between 3-T and 7-T MRI.

Clinical applications

It should be noted that, for many indications, it is not yet clear
whether improved image quality also increases diagnostic accu-
racy. UHF MR images might further enhance our diagnostic con-
fidence in the future. However, based on our current experience,
it is unlikely that the diagnostic accuracy for these conditions,
considering morphological imaging alone (without additional
functional imaging), will be increased substantially with the tran-
sition from 3 to 7 T. For these and other common indications,
where diagnostic accuracy is already high at 1.5 T, the relative
advantage of 3 T or above might be to shorten the acquisition
time whilst maintaining an equivalent level of contrast and reso-
lution, or to combine information from morphological and func-
tional imaging, still keeping the total examination time constant.

Knee imaging

Chang et al. (147) performed the first in vivo 7-T MRI study of the
knee. These authors investigated trabecular bone microarchitec-
ture and detected activity-related changes in Olympic fencers
when compared with healthy controls.

Other authors have used 7 T for the morphological assessment
of articular cartilage and have reported up to a 2.4-fold increase
in SNR compared with that obtained at 3 T (10). One study
detected an increase in SNR from 3 to 7 T that was significant
only for gradient echo sequences, but not for TSE sequences
(148). As a result of SAR limitations, scan parameters for the
TSE sequence had to be modified, which resulted in an incom-
plete coverage of the knee joint, extensive artefacts and poor
fat saturation. The contrast-to-noise ratio and image quality were
increased for the gradient echo sequences, but decreased for the
TSE sequences. Comparing 3 and 7 T, the level of confidence for
the diagnosis of cartilage lesions was higher in the gradient echo
and lower in the TSE sequences; however, overall, the TSE
sequences at 3 T had the highest confidence score. The evalua-
tion of bone marrow oedema was decreased at 7 T because of
the limited performance of the TSE sequence.

Kraff et al. (149) performed a comparison between knee imag-
ing at 1.5 and 7 T, and also reported that, because of the SAR lim-
itations with the FSE sequences, successive measurements were
needed for complete coverage of the knee joint. They also con-
firmed that bone marrow oedema was better visualised at 1.5 T
than at 7 T.

Currently, no study has verified a statistically significant in-
crease in diagnostic accuracy for the detection of common pa-
thologies in the knee when moving to MR scanners with field
strengths above 3 T. FSE sequences are widely used in musculo-
skeletal imaging; however, because of the number of 180� RF
pulses, FSE techniques suffer from high SAR, which easily
exceeds the exposure limits. This results in a small number of
slices, which does not allow coverage of the entire joint within
one scan.

Figure 9. Proton density-weighted fat-suppressed fast spin echo (FSE)
sequence of the knee joint in the coronal plane demonstrates the
cartilage layers with high resolution (at 7 T).

Figure 10. Proton density-weighted fat-suppressed fast spin echo (FSE)
sequence of the ankle joint in the coronal plane allows the visualisation
of all cartilage layers (at 7 T).
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Compositional MR at 7 T

Collagen fibre- and water-specific techniques

T2 relaxation time mapping of articular cartilage at UHFs. The
transverse relaxation time constant (T2) of cartilage is a sensitive
parameter for the evaluation of changes in water and collagen
content and tissue anisotropy (150). Cartilage T2 reflects the
interaction of water and the extracellular matrix on a molecular
level. The collagen fibre orientation defines the layers of articular
cartilage. In healthy articular cartilage, an increase in T2 values
from the deep to superficial cartilage layers can be observed,
based on the anisotropy of collagen fibres running perpendicu-
lar to cortical bone in the deep layer of cartilage (151). Different
cartilage locations (patella, femur and tibia) were evaluated in
one study by Welsch et al. (152) at 7 T using multi-echo spin echo
T2 mapping, and showed results comparable with those of Pakin
et al. (153), with a significant decrease in T2 values between fem-
oral and tibial weight-bearing cartilage. Furthermore, the patella
showed lower T2 values than the femoral condyle (Fig. 11). In car-
tilage repair tissue, global (bulk, full-thickness) T2 and, especially,
zonal T2 evaluations have shown very promising results. Compa-
rable with the results at 3 T, 7-T multi-echo spin echo T2 mapping
could also be used for the assessment of patients after cartilage
repair (152), and may provide higher resolution within the same
scan time compared with 3 T.

T2* relaxation time mapping of articular cartilage at UHFs. In
addition to standard spin echo T2 mapping, T2*-weighted
three-dimensional gradient echo articular cartilage mapping
has shown reliable results in the evaluation of osteoarthritic car-
tilage changes of the knee (154). In recent studies, T2* mapping,
with short scan times, was correlated with standard spin echo T2,
and provided information comparable with that obtained for
articular cartilage using spin echo T2, but with overall lower T2*
values (155,156). Furthermore, also for T2*, a clear zonal variation
between the deep and superficial cartilage layers was described
for healthy cartilage.

Proteoglycan (PG)-specific techniques

23Na MRI: background and basic findings. Articular cartilage con-
sists mainly of an extracellular matrix made up of type II collagen,
PG, chondrocytes and water (157). PG consists of a linear protein
core to which many glycoproteins, known as glycosaminoglycans

(GAGs) (158), are attached. PG serves to cross-link the collagen
fibrils in the extracellular matrix to provide both compressive
and tensile strength to the matrix. The sulphate and carboxyl
groups of GAG impart a negative fixed charge density (FCD) to
the matrix. These negative ions attract positive counter-ions
(sodium) and water molecules, and provide osmotic and electro-
static forces, which are responsible for the swelling pressure of
cartilage. This partly explains the importance of GAG for the
biomechanical properties of articular cartilage. The loss of PG
from the extracellular matrix has been reported to be the event
that initiates the onset of osteoarthritis (159,160) and a reduction
in FCD in the cartilage. Maroudas et al. (161) have shown that the
FCD of cartilage is correlated with the GAG content. As the FCD is
counter-balanced by sodium ions, the loss of PG (and hence GAG
and FCD) as a result of cartilage degeneration results in the loss of
sodium ions from the tissue. Based on these mechanisms, 23Na
MRI has been validated as a quantitative method of computing
FCD, and hence PG content, in healthy humans (162–164).

Clinical application of sodium imaging. 23Na MRI experiments
have been performed on the knee cartilage of healthy subjects
and patients with early-stage osteoarthritis at 4 T, and have dem-
onstrated the feasibility of 23Na MRI in computing PG loss in the
early stage. The major advantage of 23Na MRI, especially of carti-
lage, is that it is highly specific for PG content. As the sodium
from surrounding structures in the joint is low (<50mM), carti-
lage can be visualised with very high contrast without the
requirement for any exogenous contrast agent, such as that
required in delayed gadolinium-enhanced MRI of cartilage
(dGEMRIC) (165). It can be used to quantify early molecular
changes in osteoarthritis.
The disadvantages of 23Na MRI are that it requires field

strengths of more than 3 T to obtain quality sodium images that
enable the accurate quantification of cartilage FCD. As the fast T2
decay of cartilage ranges between 1 and 2ms, substantial signal
loss occurs before data acquisition. In addition, the MR sensitivity
for 23Na is only 9.2% of the 1H MR sensitivity, and the in vivo
concentration is approximately 360 times lower than the in vivo
water proton concentration. The combination of these factors
results in a 23Na signal that is approximately 4000 times smaller
than the corresponding 1H signal.
However, as for human joints, SNR scales linearly with B0

(4,166,167) and, because of the much longer wavelength of
23Na relative to 1H, sodium imaging does not suffer from B1 inter-
ference and penetration or the B0 susceptibility problems

Figure 11. T2 (a) and T2* (b) mapping of the patella in the axial plane visualises the zonal variation of cartilage based on the collagen fibre network in
articular cartilage (at 7 T).
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experienced in proton imaging. Therefore, 23Na MRI is particu-
larly advantageous at higher field, in particular at 7 T. Further, un-
like proton T1, which increases with field strength, the T1 of
sodium is governed predominantly by quadrupolar interaction,
and may not change appreciably at higher fields. This retains
the rapid averaging capability of 23Na MRI, even at high fields.
The low gyromagnetic ratio of sodium also leads to significantly
lower power deposition relative to proton imaging. Although
23Na MRI has high specificity and does not require any exoge-
nous contrast agent, it does require special hardware capabilities
(multinuclear), specialised RF coils (transmit–receive) and, most
probably, three-dimensional ultrashort TE sequences.
Recently, sodium imaging has been applied to patients after

matrix-associated autologous transplantation. Using a 7-T
whole-body system and a modified three-dimensional gradient
echo sequence, a sufficiently high SNR of 24 (range, 17–30) in
native cartilage allowed the visualisation of even the femoral
condyle cartilage layer. This layer is thinner than the patellar car-
tilage, but is the preferred location for cartilage transplantation.
Reports on sodium imaging of the knee joint have, to date,
focused on the patellar cartilage layer. In the patient group, so-
dium imaging allowed the discrimination between different con-
centrations of sodium, which correlated with the GAG content in
transplants, as compared with native, healthy cartilage (Fig. 12).
The mean normalised sodium values were 125 mM (range,
72–244) for the repair tissue within the cartilage transplant and
192 mM (range, 98–259) for healthy cartilage. A good correlation
between sodium imaging and dGEMRIC, another PG-specific
method for the quantification of GAG concentration in patients
after matrix-associated autologous transplantation, was found
(28).

BODY IMAGING AT 7T

One of the most prominent technical hindrances to the clinical
application of 7 T outside the brain and extremities is uneven
RF penetration and the consequent inhomogeneous excitation
of the body tissue. RF inhomogeneity is particularly problematic
in anatomical regions with large cross-sections (Fig. 13). There-
fore, it can be expected that the first clinical applications of 7 T

will target the head or extremities, but technological solutions
for body imaging at 7 T are being actively pursued, and initial
results indicate that the future application of 7 T, even in the
torso, will be viable, as is already the case at 1.5 and 3 T.

What improvements in whole-body clinical diagnosis can be
expected at 7 T? Although the answer to this question remains
open because of the nascent state of research in this area, one
can expect that advantages will be pursued utilising similar strat-
egies to those employed in brain and musculoskeletal imaging:
higher spatial resolution; improved spectroscopy and spectro-
scopic imaging, both for hydrogen and other nuclei; extraction
of additional information from the image phase; and new or im-
proved tissue contrasts, particularly those related to magnetic
susceptibility.

Initial research within the thorax and abdomen has centred
around the pursuit of technical solutions to help alleviate RF in-
homogeneities and demonstrate basic imaging feasibility
(57,168). This work generally involves multichannel transmit coils
and the use of either static or dynamic RF shimming of the B1

+

transmit field (43,169). In addition, new acquisition strategies
have been proposed which combine the data acquired with
two or more independent RF shims with complementary B1

+
field

patterns to achieve improved overall homogeneity (170).
Figure 14a depicts a multichannel coil based on stripline ele-

ments (171,172). With this coil, the eight elements can be con-
trolled independently of each other during tissue excitation.
Thus, a significant improvement in excitation uniformity and
coverage can be reached (Fig. 14b). This work was conducted
in healthy volunteers, and patient investigations are still out-
standing. However, even these early imaging results demon-
strate the successful transformation of the increased SNR into a
high spatiotemporal resolution, yielding highly defined anatom-
ical depiction and confirming the expected improved perfor-
mance of parallel imaging (173–175). Nevertheless, the impact
of enhanced structural resolution on diagnostic performance still
remains to be determined.

In particular, non-enhanced angiographic applications in the
abdomen appear to be promising, as the high signal intensity
of the hepatic or renal vasculature provides excellent conspicuity
of the vessels. The potential for robust vascular imaging without
contrast agent is attractive because of the lower cost and data
linking nephrogenic systemic fibrosis to gadolinium contrast
agent exposure (176). The inherently positive vessel to back-
ground contrast at 7 T in various gradient echo sequences, re-
gardless of image orientation, has also been observed in the

Figure 12. Sodium image in the sagittal plane shows an area of carti-
lage transplantation with inhomogeneously lower sodium signal in the
repair tissue, corresponding to lower glycosaminoglycan content (white
arrows mark the borders of the transplant).

Figure 13. Turbo spin echo image at 7 T revealing severe artefacts as a
result of inhomogeneities in the transmit B1

+ radiofrequency field.
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brain (94,98). The aetiology of the high vascular signal intensity
at 7 T remains partially unresolved, as inflow as well as steady-
state effects seem to be accountable. As a result of the utilisation
of local transmit–receive RF coils at 7 T, flowing spins are not pre-
saturated by non-selective RF pulses before they enter the imag-
ing region. Hence, the impact of inflowing ‘fresh’ spins to the
hyperintense blood signal may be greater than with an extended
body transmit coil (177).

Cardiac imaging is also of intense interest at 7 T (178). The hy-
perintense blood pool in spoiled gradient echo sequences is par-
ticularly advantageous for wall function studies of the heart
(168,179,180). Although balanced steady-state free precession
sequences (e.g. true fast imaging with steady-state precession,
fast imaging employing steady-state acquisition or balanced fast
field echo) represent the state of the art for wall motion studies
at lower field strengths and demonstrate outstanding perfor-
mance at 1.5 T, such balanced steady-state free precession
sequences are severely compromised at 7 T by contrast loss
(myocardium to blood), dark banding artefacts caused by off-res-
onance effects and generally severe signal inhomogeneities. In
addition, SAR restrictions inhibit the utilisation of a suitably high
excitation flip angle. Cine spoiled gradient echo sequences (e.g.

FLASH, spoiled gradient recalled or fast field echo), however,
provide suitable imaging quality with good signal homogeneity
over almost the entire cardiac volume, and good myocardium
to blood contrast (Fig. 15).
A clear weakness of cardiac imaging at 1.5 T, and even at 3 T, is

the unreliable depiction of the coronary arteries. At 7 T, it should
be theoretically possible to further improve the spatial resolution
and thus resolve the fine details of these very small structures.
Initial coronary imaging at 7 T has been demonstrated, but there
are still many technical challenges to be addressed before image
quality is competitive with either 1.5 or 3 T (181,182). In addition
to other challenges, respiratory and cardiac triggering is vital to
compensate for physiological motion during any type of cardiac
study. At 7 T, ECG triggering functions quite poorly because of
the elevated T wave and other interferences (183). An alterna-
tive, which has been pursued to side step this issue, is to use
acoustic rather than electrical-based triggering (184,185).
For diseases of the central nervous system, examination of the

spinal cord and column is critical. Particularly for the spinal cord,
the advantages of 7 T which have been identified in the brain
can be expected to be transferable. Several groups have intro-
duced dedicated coils for examining the spinal column, includ-
ing a design consisting of eight non-overlapping microstrip loop
elements (186), a design with two columns of four overlapping
loops each (187) and a coil with dedicated quadrature transmit
and eight-channel receive (188). With these coils, large field of
view acquisitions, utilising multichannel transmit and parallel re-
ceive with reduction factors of four, are achievable.
One organ that has been targeted very early at 7 T is the pros-

tate (189,190). It is very challenging to grade the aggressiveness
of prostate carcinoma, even at 3 T. With the broad application
of blood screening tests based on the serum level of prostate-
specific antigen, the early detection of prostate cancer has been
improved significantly. However, the specificity of the prostate-
specific antigen test is very low, as benign prostate inflammation
leads to many false positive results, and many of the detected

a)

b)

Figure 14. (a) A 7-T eight-channel body array composed of four anterior
and four posterior stripline elements. (b) By applying complex weight-
ings to the excitation pulses on each channel (radiofrequency shimming),
a significant improvement in excitation uniformity and image quality can
be achieved, but residual inhomogeneities remain.

Figure 15. Long-axis cine spoiled gradient echo (fast low-angle shot,
FLASH) image acquired at 7 T with a multichannel transmit coil and radio-
frequency shimming. The myocardium to blood contrast at 7 T is superior
versus lower field strengths, making spoiled gradient echo an alternative
to balanced steady-state free precession for cardiac functional studies.
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cancers are not aggressive and could be left untreated to avoid
the risks and side-effects of treatment. It is hoped that MRI and
MRS or MRSI at 7 T will improve the characterisation and staging
of prostate cancers. Initial work has demonstrated 1H MRSI with
voxel sizes down to 3.5mm3, significantly reducing partial vol-
ume effects, and the optimised detection of polyamines for the
enhancement of specificity (190,191). Two recent studies in the
prostate have compared the application of external coil arrays
versus endorectal coils (192,193).
Finally, imaging of the female breast has been pursued at 7 T

(194–196). A continuing challenge for clinical MR breast imaging
is its relatively low specificity, and 7 T could help address this
issue, in particular in conjunction with spectroscopic techniques
(197).

CONCLUSIONS

In spite of the challenges encountered when moving to 7 T, the
rapid development in this research field shows that new techni-
cal solutions may overcome many of the obstacles discussed.
The steadily increasing installation of UHF MR scanners during

the last few years has demonstrated that extended use of 7 T, at
least in clinical research, is now becoming a reality. One example
is the first clinical study on the use of sodium imaging at 7 T to
evaluate the quality of repair tissue after cartilage repair surgery.
Another example is the first clinical comparison of presurgical
localisation of the primary hand area in patients with tumours,
revealing a significantly higher functional sensitivity at 7 T rela-
tive to 3 T. 1H and 31P MRSI, in addition to helping to improve
our understanding of basic neurochemical mechanisms in the
human brain, should provide deeper insights into the pathogen-
esis of major neurological and psychiatric diseases, as well as
muscle deficiencies, and, in this way, further improve the diag-
nostic specificity. In addition, it has been shown that parallel im-
aging can be utilised with higher speed reduction factors at
higher field strengths, significantly reducing the acquisition time.
Moreover, parallel transmission MR should alleviate problems
caused by inhomogeneous excitation; however, substantial re-
search work is required with respect to patient safety calcula-
tions (B1, SAR, etc.) before parallel transmit technology can be
used routinely.
The research potential described above, in our opinion, is un-

questionable, and will most probably result in the establishment
of more than 50 systems worldwide during the next few years.
Furthermore, technical demands on staff are expected to be re-
duced significantly in parallel with the technical developments
and extended clinical availability. We therefore foresee an ex-
tended use of 7 T as a platform for clinically oriented research.
Provided that regulatory issues are handled, clinical research
results may well pave the way for 7 T to become a clinical diag-
nostic tool of significant potential in the future.
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